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"AWAY FROM IT ALL" HOME

OFFERING SPACE AND

SECLUSION

•

In private and secluded GATED

DEVELOPMENT

•

SUBSTANTIAL 4 Bedroom

detached home

•

Open plan feel with LARGE

ENTRANCE HALL

•

LARGE MASTER BEDROOM•

One of 3 special homes in  "BURNHAM GARDENS" a private and secluded gated development.  Spacious 4 bedroom house
with open plan feel. Lovely setting, LARGE LANDSCAPED GARDEN with a woodland theme.   Plenty of parking and twin
garage.  MUST BE VIEWED!
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A SUBSTANTIAL 4 BEDROOM HOME, one of 3 individually designed
houses set in an enviable location – Burnham Gardens - a private and
secure gated development off the main cul-de-sac
Approached by a long shared driveway, the property is in a very secluded
position, with extensive beautifully landscaped grounds designed with a
woodland theme.
The ground floor accommodation has an open plan feel, starting with a
LARGE ENTRANCE HALL, opening through to the inner hall and dining
room beyond
The separate lounge is a light and airy room with large windows and
doors out to garden
Among the many improvements carried out by the present owners is a
SUPER KITCHEN with Sheraton In Line painted taupe units and separate
utility room
Ground floor accommodation is completed by a cloakroom
The MASTER BEDROOM is a great size, and has extensive bespoke
fitted furniture and EN SUITE SHOWER
Three further bedrooms share a main bathroom with full suite including
bath and separate shower
A TWIN GARAGE and lots of pavioured parking space is ideal for parking
a motorhome, boat, etc. as well as several cars
The garden forms a fine frame for the house, with a lush woodland style
planted with an abundance of interesting plants, lawned areas, raised
beds and a small orchard
Whilst a quiet spot, Burnham Drive is still convenient for local shops,
restaurants and bus routes along Charminster Road, and Castlepoint is
not too far away either
With the excellent range of local schools, including private Park School
and the 2 Bournemouth grammar schools, it is easy to see why Queen’s
Park is a very popular area for families.  As well as Queen’s Park, there is
open space at Strouden Park and several sports clubs nearby
Council Tax Band – G
AN ‘AWAY FROM IT ALL’ HOME OFFERING SPACE AND SECLUSION

£750,000
FREEHOLD

These particulars do not form part of any offer or contract and must not be relied 
upon as statements or representations of fact. Any areas, measurements or distances 
are approximate. The text, photographs and plans are for guidance only and are not 
necessarily comprehensive. It should not be assumed that the property has all the 
necessary planning, building regulation or other consents and we have not tested any 
services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or 
otherwise. 
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